TO Whom it may concern
For the upcoming Federal Election we request that your organisation considers the aims of The
Great Australian Party with respect to the listed Roadmaps 1,2 and 3 in your "Commitments for the
Federal Election 2019.
First and foremost we request that anyone with MS send to their local Federal member, of either the
House of Representatives or Senate, a My Will request after the election. Then and only then can
that member respond with a constructive reply based on real time real life remedies according to
law, and according to the research that member has been compelled to investigate via the My Will
request.

Roadmap 1,2 and 3.
1.
Cures: Recent changes to the Private Health Insurance Act do not help the pursuit of any
cures as the Liberal and Labor parties have taken away 17 recognised modes of health care as of
April 1 2019. We are pursuing these draconian changes from those held responsible for
implementing these changes. Research and development is mandatory in order to bring about a
cure, but not only from the pharmaceutical industry but also from the other modes that have been
discriminated against as a result of the changes to legislation.
2.
Prevention: As mentioned above our party will focus on proper R&D spread, not only to
pharma but inclusive of other age old modes of health care and research, inclusive of natural
remedies.
3.
Improve Management: Overseas models for health care will be seriously looked at with an
eye to include in the R&D best possible health care alternatives which will make the life of those
suffering with this disability easier.
4.
NDIS: We will encourage that MS suffers feedback in the method outlined in the
introduction to this email the issues that need addressing with the current NDIS scheme. Our job is
to back check current legislation and current methods of implementing the scheme against section
51(xxiii) of the Commonwealth Constitution." (xxiiiA) the provision of maternity allowances,
widows' pensions, child endowment, unemployment, pharmaceutical, sickness and hospital benefits,
medical and dental services (but not so as to authorize any form of civil conscription), benefits to
students and family allowances;"
5.
Improve Employment Options and Workplace Flexibility: The Great Australian Party will
examine and recommend any necessary changes to current workplace legislation making
employment and workplace flexibility easier for MS and disabled workers. For the party to
implement any changes we need the individual to instruct the member as to where there is any
discrimination or where the worker is placed in a situation that is uncomfortable or places the
worker in a dangerous situation.
6.
Young People in Aged Care: Aged care facilities throughout the country have been under
scrutiny for the past few years and this issue requires more community input and greater
transparency. Placing young people in these facilities is a band aid method which needs rethinking
and community feedback. People of all ages need to be in an environment that they feel
comfortable with and not an environment that feels comfortable for the sake of convenience.

7.
Maintain the momentum of aged care reform: The Great Australian Party insist that greater
transparency and the fast implementation of community endorsed changes. The faster a change is
implemented and approved the better it is for the benefit of the community and those who benefit
from the change.
8.
Help people to stay at home for as long as possible: An obvious solution to a growing need
with our support to better help those who are better off at home. All home care services of course
need to be regulated for security and health of the sufferer.
9.
Equal Access to Assistive tech: The Great Australian Party will encourage that all
governments will implement any changes to public transport, health care access, etc. without
exercising any form of discrimination based upon the individuals disability. Research and
Development of course plays a crucial roll in absorbing any new tech that can assist all modes of
disability.

